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Abstract—Whole-body vibration training using single-frequency
methods has been reported to improve bone mineral density. How-
ever, the intensities can exceed safe levels and have drawn unfa-
vorable comments from subjects. In a previous article, whole-
body vibration training using multiple vibration displacements at
multiple vibration frequencies (MVDMVF) was reported. This
article presents the computational simulation evaluation of stress
dispersion on a femur with and without the MVDMVF input. A
model of bone femur was developed from a computed tomogra-
phy image of the lower limb with Mimics software from Materi-
alise (Plymouth, Michigan). We analyzed the mesh model in
COMSOL Multiphysics (COMSOL, Inc; Burlington, Massachu-
setts) with and without MVDMVF input, with constraints and
load applied to the femur model. We compared the results with
published joint stresses during walking, jogging, and stair-climb-
ing and descending and with standard vibration exposure limits.
Results showed stress levels on the femur are significantly higher
with MVDMVF input than without. The stress levels were within
the published levels during walking and stair-climbing and
descending but below the stress levels during jogging. Our com-
putational results demonstrate that MVDMVF generates stress
level equivalent to the level during walking and stair-climbing.
This evidence suggests that MVDMVF is safe for prolonged use
in subjects with osteoporosis who ambulate independently.

Key words: acceleration, BMD, bone, computation, femur,
MVDMVF, osteoporosis, simulation, stress distribution, vibra-
tion training.

INTRODUCTION

Osteoporosis is a disease characterized by low bone
mass and structural deterioration of bone tissue leading to

bone fragility and an increased risk of hip, spine, and
wrist fractures [1–4]. Osteoporosis-related fractures pro-
duce major morbidity [1–4] and are extremely common
in older adults [5–6]. Annually, in the United States,
about 1.5 million osteoporosis-related fractures occur,
and this number is expected to increase about 50 percent
by 2025 [7]. Three common key risk factors for
osteoporosis are age, immobility, and being postmeno-
pausal women with low body weight. Hip fractures are
generally a fracture of the proximal femur and are
responsible for the most serious consequences of
osteoporosis [8]. Persons can reduce fracture risk by
maintaining bone strength and supporting rapid bone
remodeling. To reach these goals, persons with diabetes
and elderly people use physical exercise regimes to
reduce the risk for osteoporosis and fractures [9–10].
However, immobility, age, and other frailty may prevent
optimal participation in exercise regimes designed for
osteoporosis patients [11]. Reports indicate that mechani-
cal stimulus in the form of vibration stimulus that travels
from the sole of the foot up through the skeleton is ana-
bolic to bone [12–14]. Some articles on current vibration

Abbreviations: BMD = bone mineral density, CT = computed
tomography, ISO = International Organization for Standardiza-
tion, MVDMVF = multiple vibration displacements at multiple
vibration frequencies.
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devices have shown beneficial increases in bone mineral
density (BMD) [15–16]; improvements in posture [17–
18], balance and gait [18–20], and skin blood flow [21–
23]; and positive impact on muscle activities, strength,
and exercise outcomes [24–28].

Common to current vibration devices is the use of sin-
gle fixed-vibration frequency and displacement height. The
vibration parameters can be changed and fixed at a different
level before the start of any session. The following para-
graphs detail the main differences between current vibra-
tion devices and the multiple vibration displacements at
multiple vibration frequencies (MVDMVF) in this study.

Background
Muscle fibers that contract rapidly are known as fast-

twitch fibers. Others that contract slowly are known as
slow-twitch fibers. Although a motor unit consists of only
one kind of fiber type, most muscles have both fast- and
slow-twitch fibers. The muscle fiber fast-twitch minimum
frequency ranges from 40 to 60 Hz [29–30] and the slow-
twitch minimum frequency from 15 to 30 Hz [31].

The amplitude of a mechanical vibration system is
the characteristic that describes the severity of the
mechanical energy content of a vibration input. For
human muscle, the excitation frequency or frequencies of
a mechanical vibration system are the characteristic that
describes the muscle fiber type or types that can be elicited
optimally at the twitch frequency by a vibration input.
When a muscle fiber is excited at the twitch frequency,
the innervated muscle contracts fully and exerts contrac-
tion energy on the attached bone. The energies contributed
by the mechanical vibration and the induced muscle con-
traction together are responsible for the total stress on the
human bone during whole-body vibration.

Excitation Frequency Factor
On one hand, single-frequency vibration systems

operating within the muscle slow-twitch frequency will
deliver the mechanical energy content of the vibration
input plus the contraction energy of slow-twitch fibers.
When the frequency is set within the muscle fiber fast-
twitch frequency, the mechanical energy content of the
vibration input plus the contraction energy of fast-twitch
fibers will be exerted on the bone. On the other hand,
MVDMVF operates at a frequency range that encom-
passes the muscle fiber slow-twitch frequency and fast-
twitch frequency from 20 to 130 Hz and, therefore, will
deliver the mechanical energy content of the vibration

input plus the combined contraction energy of both slow-
and fast-twitch fibers on the bone. We consider the multi-
ple vibration frequency of the MVDMVF to be more
optimal than the single frequency of the counterpart
because when people walk or run, both muscle fiber
types are engaged.

Mechanical Input Form Factor
The principle behind single-frequency mechanical

input form is similar to a seesaw about a center fulcrum,
resulting in sine wave oscillations. Changing the frequency
only changes the muscle fiber type to be recruited. The
principle behind MVDMVF mechanical input form is
quantum scatter derived from the brief contacts that cam
peaks make with the telescoping platform. The ascent and
descent were specifically engineered so that the telescop-
ing platform exhibits a frequency response of 20 to 130 Hz.

The fixed frequency method favors optimal excitation
of single-muscle fiber types with twitch (resonant) fre-
quency close to the device-operating frequency for recruit-
ing intact muscle. However, human musculature is
innervated with fibers of different twitch frequencies [32].
The minimum twitch frequency of fast-twitch fibers is
reported to range from 40 to 60 Hz [29,30], and the mini-
mum twitch frequency of slow-twitch fibers is reported to
range from 15 to 30 Hz [31]. Logically, a vibration device
that provides multiple vibration input frequencies that
encompass all muscle fiber twitch frequencies will provide
more enhanced intact muscle group recruitment than a
single-frequency alternative and provide more benefit dur-
ing vibration training. Such a device with output frequency
from 20 to 130 Hz has been developed, and single-subject
test results have been reported in the literature [33].

Stress fracture of the bone from impact forces is a major
safety issue with the application of vibration stress in per-
sons with osteoporosis and the elderly population with bone
fragility. Bone is a living tissue requiring regular mechani-
cal stress stimulation to maintain its mass [34], and applying
low-level stress to bone will not have adverse effects [35].
However, applying high stresses may immediately or cumu-
latively damage bone [36]. From human subject experimen-
tal studies alone, fully discerning the pathway of
mechanical stimulus transmission through the skeletal sys-
tem during vibration training or quantifying the stress levels
is difficult. Our main objective of this study is to evaluate
stress transmission pathways and stress levels of vibration
training with the use of computational simulation technique
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with a femur model derived from computed tomography
(CT) images of the lower limb.

The rationale for the computational study of the
impact of the MVDMVF device on the skeletal system is
to impose various stress levels on the isolated human
skeletal system without causing injury. We compare the
results with published stress levels on the femur during
human daily activities considered safe for persons with
fragile bones to determine the safety factor of the MVD-
MVF device in the elderly population and people with
osteoporosis.

METHODS

Vibration System
We used the MVDMVF device shown in Figure 1 to

generate the multiple vibration intensities used for the
computational simulation studies. We postulate that the
MVDMVF device can provide a safe stress level to the
musculoskeletal system to improve BMD irrespective of
an individual’s age. This hypothesis is based on three fac-
tors that will support the use of MVDMVF in a wider
population:

1. Multiple vibration frequency modality will energize
more muscle fiber types and recruit muscle groups
more efficiently than single-frequency modality during
any vibration session.

2. Overall stress from efficient muscle group recruitment
does not require device-exaggerated vibration dis-
placement levels for delivering beneficial effects.

3. Adequate stress to the bones for efficient delivery of
bone mineral nutrients would shorten vibration appli-
cation time for improving BMD benefits.

Specifically, the multiple intensities of the device plat-
form in Figure 1 are derived from brief platform contacts
with specially designed cams, illustrated in Figure 2(a).
The cam geometry is iteratively experimentally validated so
that the ascent to the peaks and descent to the troughs are
achieved smoothly, and the frequency response of the plat-
form is band-limited. These characteristics have been previ-
ously reported [33]. As is shown in Figure 2(b), four cams
are strategically assembled out of phase on two shafts for
asynchronously actuating the platform vibration during

Figure 1.
Multiple vibration displacements at multiple vibration frequencies device.

Figure 2.
(a) Specially designed cam geometry and (b) multiple vibration
mechanism.
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operation. The vibrations of the platform are controlled by
an electric motor. The rationale for asynchronous aligning
cam peaks is to achieve different levels of impact force for
facilitating muscle excitation and relaxation during platform
operation. In action, the transitions from peaks to troughs
and vice versa momentarily vary impact force intensities for
controlling content of stimulation variable frequency.

The majority of cam vibration is in the vertical plane,
with vertical displacement levels ranging from 1 to 6 mm
for delivering upward stresses. At the same time, because of
the asynchronous positions of the cams, they cause the plat-
form to pitch and roll within an angular range from 0° to 3°
in the medial-lateral and anteroposterior directions. As a
result, a subject standing on the platform will experience the
three motions (vertical oscillation, medial-lateral oscilla-
tion, and anteroposterior tilting) illustrated in Figure 3. The
person will benefit from the vertically induced stresses and
comfortable ankle joint and muscle exercises that are absent
in strictly single-directional upward-motion modality.

Computational Input Data
The multiple vibration intensities of the device platform

were acquired as input data for the computational simula-
tion studies. To acquire platform acceleration in three
directions (x-, y- and z-axes), we attached a triaxial accel-
erometer (ACL300 of Biometrics Ltd [NexGen Ergonom-
ics, Inc; Pointe Claire, Quebec], sensitivity ± 100 mV/G,
and range ± 10 g) at the center of the vibrating platform

shown in Figure 1. We fed the signals from the accelerome-
ter into a Biometrics DataLOG (No. W4X8 Bluetooth) to
acquire 60 s of data. The signals were sampled at a sampling
frequency of 1,000 Hz. After data collection, the data were
imported directly into the Biometrics Display and Analy-
sis Software. We then converted the data into accelera-
tion using the built-in analysis software.

Figure 4 shows the signals recoded from the acceler-
ometer, representing the vibration pattern of the device
platform in the x-, y-, and z-directions for the duration of
0.5 s. We used these data obtained from the accelerometer
to derive the input force for the simulation study. They

Figure 3.
Schematic drawing of multiple vibration displacements at multiple
vibration frequencies platform motion: (a) vertical oscillation, (b) medial-
lateral oscillation, and (c) anteroposterior tilting.

Figure 4.
Plot of platform acceleration profiles of device against time for
duration of 0.5 s recording. Accelerations are shown in (a) x-, (b) y-,
and (c) z-directions.
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represent the vibration stimulations transmitted to the
body through the human interface system, the surface of
the device platform. As expected, one can see that the
acceleration intensities were greater in the z-direction
compared with the intensities in the x- and y-directions.

Simulation Study
The finite element technique used for the analysis is

the stiffness method, where the displacements of the femur
model in the vertical plane (z-axis) are unknown and the
displacements of the femur in the x- and y-axes are con-
strained. For this simulation study, the matrix forces were
known and computed from the MVDMVF platform’s
g-values (expressed in gravitational terms) in the z-axis
direction and the cam’s displacement levels in z-axis. We
then used the COMSOL Multiphysics (COMSOL, Inc;
Burlington, Massachusetts) structural module computa-
tional solver to compute the stress flow along the femur.

To establish the finite element model, we created a
solid model of the femur from the CT images of a male
veteran subject in Mimics software by Materialise (Ply-
mouth, Michigan). We used the analysis of the CT images
in Mimics to separate the femur bone structure free of
unwanted parts, such as muscle groups and other tissues
not considered in this study. The triangular mesh of the
model was generated on its surface. The model was then
uploaded to COMSOL Multiphysics software for finite
element analysis with the structural analysis module. The
finite element model, as shown in Figure 5, consists of
18,604 elements with 5,052 nodes. The young modulus
(E) was taken as E = 17 GPa for cortical bone and E = 70
MPa for cancellous bone [37]. The Poisson’s ratio was set
at 0.2 for cancellous bone and 0.3 for cortical bone. The
material properties of the bone were assumed to be isotro-
pic and linear elastic [38].

Static Studies
Two static stress scenarios were studied: first, with the

subject standing on both legs and, second, was with the
subject standing on one leg. For both scenarios, no vibra-
tion inputs were on the femur model for the statistic stud-
ies. The rationale for the static studies was to acquire stress
baseline flow along the femur model for comparison with
stress flow during dynamic studies. During the study, a
preload vertical force of 350 N was imposed on the femur
head. We adopted this loading condition to simulate the
force transmitted through the femur when a person with a
body weight of 85 kg (approximately 187 lb) is in the nor-

mal standing position after subtracting the weight of the
leg, derived by the ratio of 0.161 to the body weight [39].
For the second scenario, we used the full body load
(700 N), because of subject standing on one leg.

In COMSOL Multiphysics, the displacements in x- and
y-axes were constrained, allowing movement only in the
z-direction. The constraints enabled us to study only the
impact of MVDMVF vertically. We used the vibration
displacements of the MVDMVF system with the vertical
g-value to determine the impact force data set for the
simulation studies. We did not apply the impact force
data set at the distal end of the femur model to generate
the stress distribution and levels during the simulation
study. We analyzed the outcomes of the static simulation
studies to determine the stress levels and flow pathways

Figure 5.
Finite element mesh of femur model generated in Mimics (Materialise;
Plymouth, Michigan) software for simulation study.
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delivered without the MVDMVF intervention on the
femur models.

Dynamic Studies
For the dynamic studies, the same constraints as in the

static analysis in x- and y-axes were imposed and move-
ment only in the z-direction was used. We used the vibra-
tion displacements of the MVDMVF system with the
vertical g-value to determine the impact force data set for
the simulation studies. Four dynamic stress scenarios
were studied: the first was the force input imposed by the
load accelerating at 1.3 g in the z-direction and a set of
MVDMVF platform displacement levels ranging between
0.3 and 1.8 mm. The second scenario is when the range is
between 0.5 and 3.0 mm, the third between 1 and 6 mm,
and the fourth between 2 and 12 mm. We used the four
derived input forces independently to apply input pertur-
bation of the constrained femur during dynamic analysis.
As in the static studies, a preload vertical force of 350 N
was imposed on the femur head because the dynamic
studies were conducted for a person standing on both legs.

As in static condition, the displacements in x- and
y-axis were constrained, allowing movement only in the
z-direction. We applied each impact force data set at the
distal end of the femur model to generate the stress distribu-
tion and levels during the simulation study. We analyzed
the outcomes of the dynamic simulation studies to deter-
mine the stress levels and flow pathways delivered with the
MVDMVF intervention on the femur models.

RESULTS

Static Studies
The outcomes of the static studies analysis of the

model are presented in Figure 6. As illustrated in the Fig-
ure 6(a), peak stress at the femoral neck with the model
standing on both legs with no vibration intervention had a
magnitude of 16.6 MPa. In Figure 6(b), the peak stress at
the femoral neck with the model standing on one leg with
no vibration intervention had a magnitude of 42.1 MPa.

Dynamic Studies
The outcomes of the dynamic studies analysis of the

model are presented in Figures 7 to 9. As illustrated in
Figure 7, the four sets of input force resulted in different
levels of stress on the femur with the first set for the dis-
placement range between 0.3 and 1.8 mm as the mini-

mum. The second set for the displacement range between
0.5 and 3.0 mm was larger than the first. The third set
between 1 and 6 mm was greater than the second set, and
the fourth was the largest for the displacement range
between 2 and 12 mm. The results in Figure 7 show that
the higher the vibration displacement, the higher the
imposed stress on the femur.

Figure 8(a)–(d) shows the maximum impact stress
on the femur for the four scenarios. The result shows that

Figure 6.
COMSOL Multiphysics (COMSOL, Inc; Burlington, Massachusetts)
results of static analysis of femur model: (a) normal standing (two
legs), (b) one-legged standing.

Figure 7.
Four sets of input force for displacement ranges that resulted in
different stress levels on femur model.
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stress levels progressively increased with the increase of
the displacement level condition from Figure 8(a)–(d).

The stress distribution along the femur became more
intense in Figure 8(c) 107.30 and (d) 214.62 MPa and sug-
gests intense load bearing. This excessive stress could be a
problem for individuals with compromised bone strength.
The results of peak values were then compared with pub-
lished equivalent results for human activities during walk-
ing, stair-climbing and descending, and jogging. The
results of the comparison show that the peak stress levels
for Figure 8(a) 35.77 and (b) 53.66 MPa were below
equivalent levels for the published human activity levels.
The peak stress level for Figure 8(c) was within the pub-
lished value for stair-climbing and descending but
below that of jogging. The peak level for Figure 8(d) was
within and above the values during jogging. Thus, the out-
come of this analysis suggests that MVDMVF displace-
ment levels that are also equivalent to Figure 8(c) will be
well tolerated by persons with compromised bone strength.

Figure 9(a)–(d) shows minimum stresses on the
femur. The result shows that although stress levels pro-
gressively increased with increase in displacement level
(Figure 9(a)–(d)), the stress distribution along the femur
including the neck was not significantly high for all the
conditions during walking, stair-climbing and descend-
ing, or jogging. This finding suggests that during the
cyclic motion, the induced stress was low and provided
brief relaxation time before the next cycle of maximum
stress. This brief relaxation is particularly important because

during repeated muscular excitation, brief relaxation time is
necessary to prevent rapid muscle fatigue.

DISCUSSION

Understanding stress transmission in the skeletal sys-
tem during vibration training is necessary for determining
the load-bearing function and the efficacy of the vibration
system. To the best of our knowledge, none of the published
studies has determined the effects of vibration displacement
levels on the human skeletal system for evaluating safety,
especially those with compromised musculature and elderly
persons. The lack of information may be due to the diffi-
culty getting in vivo experiment results and difficulties in
obtaining reliable muscle force data [40]. Therefore, this
study considered only a simple femur model.

Safety is extremely important [41–43] when one con-
siders the use of vibration training as a tool for bone
strength improvement. Figure 4 shows the MVDMVF
platform accelerations in the x-, y-, and z-directions from
this study. The acceleration was highest in the z-direction,
ranging from –20 to 20 m/s2, and in the x- and y-direc-
tions, ranging from –10 to 10 m/s2. This unique platform
acceleration pattern was designed to provide displace-
ments in the vertical place and to pitch and roll move-
ments to accommodate the floating nature of the anatomic
ankle joint. To the best of our knowledge, none of the cur-
rent available vibration training devices provides synchro-
nous platform motions in more than one plane [44]. The
root-mean-square values of the platform accelerations in

Figure 8.
Maximum stress levels of femur model: (a) 35.77, (b) 53.66,
(c) 107.30, and (d) 214.62 MPa.

Figure 9.
Minimum stress levels of femur model: (a) 2.22, (b) 3.32, (c) 13.95,
and (d) 13.29 MPa.
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the x-, y-, and z-directions are 0.6, 0.4, and 1.3 g, respec-
tively, which are within daily vibration exposure limits of
published International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) standard 2631-1 assessing the safety of vibration
training [45].

From our simulation results, peak stress was located
at the femoral neck. This finding generally agrees with
published clinical studies and observations [46–47], as
well as the feasibility single-subject test outcomes with
the MVDMVF device published earlier [33]. In that
study, a 79-year-old subject standing on the vibrating
platform for two 15-minute vibration sessions per visit,
three times a week, completed 60 visits. After the subject
completed the vibration study, the postvibration BMD
showed increase in BMD at the femoral neck compared
with prestudy levels. This finding is important because
previous studies have shown the importance of femoral
neck BMD as a predictor of femur fracture and pressure
accumulation [48–51]. Consequently, the present use of a
realistic CT femur model provides important evidence of
the stress level at the femur neck and is an appropriate
method for evaluating the efficacy of MVDMVF for
BMD improvement.

The limitation of the present study is that the effect of
muscle contraction was not considered. The effect of
muscle contraction will increase the level of applied load
to the bone, and therefore, our results may underestimate
stress. Also, since the material properties of soft tissue,
such as ligament, tendon, and cartilage, were not consid-
ered, some of the magnitudes of the resulted stresses may
have been overestimated, especially to the vibration input
due to the damping effect of the tissue [52].

Despite recent advances in modeling, what stresses are
generated within the proximal femur head and neck during
physiological loading is still not clear [53]. Therefore, the
present model should be considered as a preliminary
attempt for developing a dynamic finite element model of
the femur during moderate physical activity. Our results
should be viewed in a comparative sense between the
static and dynamic loading conditions. The development
of a more complete dynamic model of the femur to include
muscle and other soft tissue functions would lead to
improved biomechanical understanding of the stress in the
lower limbs. Once such a model is fully developed for
computational analysis, improved biomechanical predic-
tion of stress during vibration training would be possible.
However, the intent of the simulation studies to demon-
strate the differences between stress with and without

MVDMVF perturbation was achieved. The study also
determined the displacement limits for safe use for the
population with osteoporosis and elderly persons.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we analyzed the biomechanical
responses of the femur under static and vibration loading
using a three-dimensional CT femur model. The study
results indicate (1) the MVDMVF vibration levels are
within the daily vibration exposure limit standard set by
ISO 2631-1 for assessing safety of vibration training and
(2) that the MVDMVF device design philosophy achieved
all intended purposes to deliver stress well within the nor-
mal physiological range of stress experienced during mod-
erate physical activity. Additionally, the stress results agree
with prior published data from outcomes of feasibility sub-
ject tests at equivalent anatomic joint locations. Since the
feasibility subject outcomes demonstrated increased BMD,
we anticipate future research in this area.

Further studies will expand the number of subjects to
quantify the improvements in BMD, neuromuscular and
cardiopulmonary responses, individual well-being, and
overall function. Future simulation studies will use a more
complete lower-limb model that includes both soft and hard
tissue to determine a more complete simulation outcome.
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